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Currently completed my MSc. in Sport Coaching
at Loughborough University. I have full intentions
and desire to extend my coaching career by getting
a full-time coaching job. I have gained 8 years of
experience working as a football coach and football
event organiser; educating and improving players not
only on the pitch but also off of it. I began my career at
a grassroot community soccer school when I was 14
years old in Secondary School and progressed since
then!

More recently, I have been coaching for QPR’s foundation development team, Crystal Palace’s
educational academy , as well as the head coach of the 1st and 2nd team of Queen Mary
University football club. I have a comprehensive history of holistically developing players with
a vast amount of my players getting scouted from professional clubs such as Millwall, Norwich,
Fulham etc.
I am aware of my philosophical and pedagogical stances in coaching and I’m keen learner who
seeks to know about other coaches’ philosophies.
Although I still consider myself a student of the game, I have extensive knowledge of the
technical and tactical sides of football such as spatial arrangements of players and the principles
of defending and attacking. I am an advocate of safeguarding and promoting the welfare of
children and young people. As mentioned earlier, I still consider myself a student of the game
therefore I am always looking forward to learning new philosophies and techniques from other
coaches.
I believe that I have the ability to review videos of their performances hence examine ways for
them to improve their game and help players to be as effective as they can. I possess excellent
communication skills with the ability to convey information to the players effectively and I have
very strong public speaking skills. I can help guide players and encourage them to pursue a career
as a professional player and also maintain high academic/ professional standards for the players at
all times..
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